The Power of the Claw
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Abstract
Scratches on bones have routinely been attributed to tooth marks (a predominantly untested speculation), ignoring the
effects of claws, perhaps because of the general assumption that claws are too soft to damage bone. However, some
pathologies appears to be more compatible with claw rather than tooth impacts. Therefore, it is critical to determine if the
claws of any animal are capable of scratching into the surface of any bone – a test and proof of concept. A tiger enrichment
program was used to document actual bone damage unequivocally caused by claws, by assuring that the tiger had access
to bones only by using its paws (claws). The spectrum of mechanisms causing bone damage was expanded by evidentiary
analysis of claw-induced pathology. While static studies suggested that nails/claws could not disrupt bone, specific tiger
enrichment activities documented that bones were susceptible to damage from the kinetic energy effect of the striking
claw. This documents an expanded differential consideration for scratch marks on bone and evidences the power of the
claw.
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paw elements, that she was wearing at the time, had been driven
into the supra-articular region of her humerus. These examples
suggest that both bird and mammal claws can produce puncture
wounds, but we must also demonstrate that they also can cause
scratches.
While theoretical approaches are important, medical approaches to disease and trauma are often empirical – i.e., in vivo veritas.
Therefore, it is reasonable to pursue an experimental assessment of
the ability of claws to affect bone. Rather than use a mechanical
model, we elected to use an ecological assessment. The effect of
carnivore claws on herbivore bones seems generalizable, as the
surface response of bone to injury has been documented as
independent of phylogeny, at least between reptiles and mammals,
including humans [26]. Both have circumferential laminae parallel
to the periosteal surface [27–29]. The current analysis addresses a
previously unrecognized source of bone scratches, affording a new
window to attacking, killing and feeding behaviors.
Two components are required if we are to assess successfully
the ability of claws to cause damage to bones. The first
requirement is to assure that the target bone is accessible only to
the claws of the predator and that it cannot be reached by the
teeth of the foraging animal. The second aspect is verification
that the animal actually attacked the bone. Making this
assessment was feasible by studying a tiger (Panthera tigris) at the
Sedgwick County Zoo (Wichita, Kansas). Our experiment was
incorporated into the zoo’s tiger enrichment program, wherein
animal behavior was monitored. The goal was to determine
whether active use of claws would result in recognizable bone
damage. That goal was achieved.

Introduction
Linear defects on bones have traditionally been attributed to the
action of predator/conspecific or even herbivore teeth [1–19].
Spacing and character of scratches have been so attributed by
Sutcliffe [1], Haynes [3], Eickhoff and [6], Haynes [14], Faith and
Behrensmeyer [15], Montalvo, et al. [16], Muñoz et al. [17] and
Dominato et al. [19] and the damage experimentally documented
by Eickhoff and Herrmann [6], Haynes [5] [14], Haglund and
Sorg [9] and Muñoz et al. [17]. Rothschild [20] and Sharpe [21]
hypothesized that at least some of the marks on bones instead were
caused by claws, but the question remains: A claw can cause a
linear defect in soft tissues, but can it actually cause damage to a
bone? After all, claws are not as hard as bone. The prevailing
concept of hardness in geology defines it as a determinate of the
ability of one structure to scratch another according to the Mohs
hardness scale [22]. In this graded series, where 1 = softest (talc)
and 10 = hardest (diamond), the keratin that composes claws is at
2.5 while bone is rated at 5. Therefore, bone is about twice as hard
as the keratin that makes up claws. Nevertheless, small V-shaped
punctures in bone have been recognized that are the result of bird
talons [23]. There have also been and fictional accounts where
scratches from claws were mentioned [24].
Perhaps the effect of kinetic energy at the impact site and the
properties of the impacting structure ought to be examined.
Ojeda and colleagues [25] provided an example of a relevant
phenomenon. Remains of a 30–40 year old woman (apparently a
shaman or healer) from the Central California CCo-295 site,
dated at 2500–3500 years before present, showed multiple
fractures from a crushing injury. A phalanx from the Ursus (bear)
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activity was completed, the log was removed from the tiger
habitat. At that time, the bone was unbolted from its position and
examined macroscopically, including rotating the bone to
changing the incident light angle [30]. Sites showing claw induced
alterations were subsequently examined and photographed using a
dissecting microscope (Wild M3C dissecting photomicroscope).
Any surface alterations were subsequently sectioned by band saw.
Two samples taken from the damaged area were demineralized
and sectioned for analysis using a light microscope. Three other
specimens were processed for scanning electron microscopy (JEOL
56101v Environmental SEM).

Results
Figure 1. Bovid femur bolted in log, accessible to paws, but not
jaws. Bar equals 10 cm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0073811.g001

Gross macroscopic examination of the bone surface revealed
four scratches (Fig. 2). Stereo-microscopic examination revealed a
diagonal cut had been produced and that it had penetrated the
periosteum and subjacent bone (Fig. 3). Scanning electron
microscopic examination of the thin scratch in the region of the
shallow gouge documented that the scratch penetrated the bony
matrix (Fig. 4). The bony surface surrounding the scratch
appeared marred and lacked periosteal covering when compared
to unscratched (control) regions that retained an intact periosteal
covering.

Materials and Methods
All animal work was conducted according to relevant national
and international guidelines, as part of an animal enrichment
program, as was approved by the Animal Care Committee of the
Sedgwick County Zoo, Wichita, KS.
Soft tissues were carefully removed from cow femora (curated in
the skeletal collection of the Sedgwick County Zoo), taking care
not to contact the periosteal surface. The bones were examined
carefully to assure that none had been altered prior to their use in
the experiment. This was done to assure that damage noted
subsequent to the tiger interaction was not from the process of
defleshing the bones prior to damage assessment. Two bones were
positioned such that they could not be mouthed, but only accessed
by the claws of the tiger. A small opening was made in a hollowedout log, and the cow femora bolted inside (Fig. 1). The hole (both
before and after enrichment activities) was verified as being too
small to admit entry of the animal’s snout. The tiger expressed
major interest in the object, pawing at the bone in the log, but was
unable remove it from its bolted location. After the enrichment

Discussion
Haglund [31] on page 411 reported that claw-induced, linear,
‘‘scratch-type abrasions’’ could be produced in soft tissues by
carnivores. This study documents that their effect is not limited to
soft tissues. Claws have their origin in elongation of terminal scales
[32–35]. Their capabilities are now documented as not limited to
producing puncture damage to bone [20]. Clearly, claws can
produce bone damage, documenting that structural hardness is
not the only determinant of whether contact between two
structures causes damage to the one perceived as being of greater
hardness. Kinetic energy of interaction is an important consideration, as has even been documented for teeth. Meers [33] on page
2 noted that penetration of teeth is ‘‘resisted by the properties of
the flesh (fiber density and strength of dermal armor, if present)’’
and by the ‘‘friction between the surface areas of the teeth and
flesh.’’ Damage by claws on bone appears to represent an
analogous phenomenon. Sufficient kinetic energy of the claw strike

Figure 3. Low power microscopic view of several scratches on
the bone surface. Bar equals 1 cm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0073811.g003

Figure 2. Macroscopic view of scratches. Documentation of clawproduced scratches. Bar equals 5 cm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0073811.g002
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objects penetrating hard structures [36–40]. Scratches can also
disrupt periosteum at a young age, allowing the resultant
organism/bone growth to produce increased separation of the
edges. The defect could then become even more prominent as the
individual ages.
Haglund and Sorg [9] an page 14 write that ‘‘perspective shifts
are common sequelae when one field of study is applied in a
different disciplinary context.’’ Such is the case with this analysis.
It utilized an enrichment program for a zoo animal to extend the
range of attributions regarding their origins when scratches on
bone are detected. Assessment of bone alterations should consider
the impact of claws and nails, as well as bites.
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can penetrate soft tissue with enough energy for the claw to
penetrate bone, as has been documented for velocity-driven softer
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